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MAKE YOUR 
OUTDOOR SPACE 
UNIQUE
The outdoors is perfect for recharging your batteries and
enjoying life. Outdoor lighting allows you to enjoy your yard or 
deck 24/7 during any season. in-lite likes helping you to create a 
unique outdoor space!
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THIS IS WHAT WE  
GUARANTEE 

SIMPLE &  
FLEXIBLE

in-lite lighting operates on low  
voltage and is easy to install, modify 
and expand.

HIGH-QUALITY 
DUTCH DESIGN

We personally design all of our  
outdoor lights in order to offer you  
a high-quality and cutting-edge 
product range.

5-YEAR  
WARRANTY

Our comprehensive 5-year  
warranty lets you enjoy your  
new lighting with complete  
peace of mind.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT  
& DURABLE

Our fixtures are fitted with 
high-quality LED light sources  
that are extremely energy-efficient 
and very long-lasting.
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01 - EVO GROUND 300 DARK

02 - SCOPE

03 - EVO HYDE 180 DARK

04 - MINI SCOPE DUO

05 - LIV LOW WHITE

Lots of greenery makes your yard, roof terrace or deck even more 

attractive and inviting. Plants and trees bring your yard to life 

and should also be enjoyed after dark. Outdoor lighting gives your 

landscape the attention it deserves after dark and lets you turn your 

outdoor living space into an inviting retreat full of moving shadows, 

special colors and unique contrasts.

INSPIRATION
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01 - BIG NERO

02 - MINI SCOPE

03 - SUB

04 - LIV LOW CORTEN

05 - WEDGE DARK
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IMPLEMENTED FIXTURES

EXCEPTIONAL 
GREENERY

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

MINI SCOPE 
p. 10/12

WALL LIGHT

WEDGE 
DARK 
p. 11

SURFACE SPOTLIGHT

EVO HYDE 180 
DARK 
p. 8

GROUND LIGHT

BIG NERO 
p. 10

GROUND LIGHT

HYVE 
p. 12

GROUND LIGHT

EVO GROUND 
300 DARK 
p. 8

BOLLARD

LIV LOW 
WHITE 
p. 9

OUTDOOR
SPOTLIGHT

SCOPE 
p. 8/12

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

MINI SCOPE 
DUO
p. 9/12

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

SUB 
p. 11

BOLLARD

LIV LOW 
CORTEN 
p. 11

01 - SCOPE + RISER 350

02 - MINI SCOPE DUO

03 - MINI SCOPE

04 - HYVE
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TOP VIEW 
EASY-LOCK

FRONT VIEW 
EASY-LOCK

THE EASY-LOCK

& CC-2 CABLE  

CONNECTOR

FRONT VIEW
CABLE CONNECTOR CC-2

TOP VIEW 
CABLE CONNECTOR CC-2

The transformer
The transformer controls the 
lighting with the help of a 
light sensor and, if desired, a 
timer. The transformer can 
be plugged into any electrical 
outlet.

The cable
The 12-volt cable is rolled 
out from the transformer 
and guided along the 
fixtures. The cable can 
end anywhere in the 
yard and need not form 
a closed system. Seals are 
installed to finish and 
protect the end of the 
cable.

Fixtures
Every fixture has a cable 
with a mini-connector that 
connects to the Easy-Lock 
system.

Extension cord
If you want to install a  
light a bit farther away 
from the main 12 volt cable, 
just use an extension cord 
and then connect it to the 
Easy-Lock.

The Easy-Lock and CC-2 cable 
connector can be literally 
connected with the flick of a 
wrist. A cable clamp is used to 
secure the cable in the connector. 
Tightening the 15 cap presses 
the contacts into the insulating 
material on the cable. This creates 
a firm connection. The special 
gel in the connector protects the 
connection against moisture and 
other external influences. The 
cable sheath material ensures the 
cable is not damaged. This means 
that it is no problem to move the 
Easy Lock and CC-2 and you can 
easily adjust your lighting plan at 
any time.

The Easy-Lock
The Easy-Lock connects the 
fixture with the 12 volt cable. The 
connection provides power to the 
fixture.

CC-2 cable connector
The cable connectors make it possible to easily 
create one or more cable branches in order to guide 
the cable along the various fixtures.

1514

in-lite outdoor lighting is based on low  

voltage (12 volts). Our lighting is therefore safe  

and easy to install yourself. 

 Want to learn more about installing in-lite lighting? 

See page 34 or watch the videos at in-lite.com/installation-tips

THE IN-LITE 
12 VOLT 
SYSTEM
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01 - BIG SCOPE

02 - ACE UP-DOWN 100-230V

03 - BIG NERO

04 - MINI SCOPE

05 - ACE DARK

06 - HYVE

Your outdoor space is part of your home. That is why illuminating your 

outer walls and entrance is a great starting point for illuminating your 

outdoor space. It brings the outside in and enhances the appearance of 

your property after dark.

INSPIRATION

UNIQUE
LIVING16
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01 - EVO DARK

02 - EVO GROUND 300 DARK

03 - EVO LOW DARK

04 - ACE UP-DOWN DARK 

         100-230V

05 - NERO

06 - MINI SCOPE

07 - HYVE 22
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01 - NERO

02 - BIG SCOPE

03 - EVO HYDE 550 DARK

04 - MINI SCOPE DUO20 21
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IMPLEMENTED FIXTURES

EXCEPTIONAL 
LIVING

GROUND LIGHT

NERO 
p. 19/20

BOLLARD

EVO DARK 
p. 18

GROUND LIGHT

BIG NERO 
p. 17

WALL LIGHT

ACE UP-DOWN (DARK)
100-230V 
p. 16/19

GROUND LIGHT

EVO GROUND 
300 DARK 
p. 18/19

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

MINI SCOPE 
p. 17/19

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

MINI SCOPE 
DUO
p. 20

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

BIG SCOPE 
p. 17/20

BOLLARD

ACE DARK
p. 17

BOLLARD

EVO LOW DARK 
p. 19

GROUND LIGHT

HYVE 22
p. 19

GROUND LIGHT

HYVE 
p. 17

SURFACE SPOTLIGHT

EVO HYDE 550 DARK
p. 20
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in-lite has been designing outdoor lighting with 
LED sources for over 10 years. LED lamps have since 
become standard in almost all types of lighting: they 
are energy-efficient and last a long time. In addition, 
they also immediately provide full and clear light. 
When you opt for in-lite, you are guaranteed the best 
LED’s with the clearest light and minimum energy 
consumption. A look behind the scenes.

Better for the environment
in-lite outdoor lights are fitted with LED’s by the 
leading manufacturers in the sector. Companies that 
are continuously attempting to improve their products. 
One of the areas where great progress is being made is 
the output of LED’s: less and less energy is now needed 
to generate the same amount of light from LED’s. LED’s 
with very high output have been incorporated into 
our fixtures, which means energy consumption can 
be minimized. This is better for the environment and 
better for your energy bill.
 

Lively colors
We believe it is important for you to also enjoy the 
colors in your yard once your outdoor lighting is 
switched on in the evening. High quality LED light 
sources have a CRI of at least 90 and make sure you 
continue seeing all colors and contrasts even when the 
sun goes down. All fixtures in our range have a CRI 
of between 90 and 95, which means they are ideal for 
decorative yard lighting. Green trees or bushes thus 
remain nice and green instead of dull and gray.

Decorative light
Besides the light’s CRI, light color also determines what 
your yard will look like in the evening. Light color, or 
light temperature, is expressed in Kelvin.
The higher the color temperature, the bleaker the light. 
The fixtures in our range generate warm, decorative 
white light between 2700 Kelvin and 3000 Kelvin. We 
always make sure light color matches the purpose of 
your light fixture and that it remains constant for the 
life-span of the fixture.
 

The CRI (Color Rendering Index) 

is used to indicate how much color 

is perceived by the human eye. 

During the day, we see all colors in 

the yard effectively. Daylight also 

has the highest CRI out of 100. 

LED’s can have a CRI of between 

70 and 95, whereby 95 indicates

very natural color display.

Did you know that LED’s 

consume around 80% 

less energy than halogen 

light sources? Curious 

about how much energy 

an in-lite light uses? View 

the energy label on the 

packaging or the product 

details on the website.

LED OUTDOOR LIGHTING
GO FOR
AN EFFECTIVE
COLOR 
EXPERIENCE

CRI <70 CRI 80 CRI >90

LED BY IN-LITE

Guaranteed enjoyment
Besides the light source, the construction of the fixture 
also has an impact on the quality and life-span of your 
lighting. in-lite designs its own fixtures, which means 
all these factors are given the attention they deserve. 
That is why we can confidently offer a 5 year warranty. 
You are thus guaranteed long-lasting enjoyment from 
in-lite’s outdoor lighting!
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You should never stare directly into 
the light source and blind yourself. 
So always make sure spotlights point 
away from a seating area or path or use 
accessories like SHIELD and KILL FLASH 
to avoid exposure. 

Are you designing your first illuminat-
ed yard, and could you use a bit of help? 
Thijs is the lighting specialist at the in-
lite lab and will be pleased to assist you 
with a few useful tips you can use every 
day when realizing lighting designs.

Before creating a lighting plan, 
take a look at the yard from various 
perspectives. What are the main lines 
of vision (for example, from inside the 
house or from the deck), what do you 
see and which elements deserve to be 
highlighted? Place fixtures so the light 
creates a pleasant effect when you look at 
the yard from a variety of angles.

You should not only work with large 
spotlights. A much better effect is 
created when different types of light are 
mixed. Always check if the light source 
is compatible with the element you want 
to highlight. You may sometimes require 
large lights (e.g. for a large tree), whereas 
softer lights may be better suited on 
other occasions (e.g. on a deck). The 
in-lite product overview clearly shows 
which fixtures are suitable for specific 
yard elements.

You are free to choose the type of 
lighting you place between your plants. 
Some people prefer visible fixtures like 
the LIV and LIV LOW bollards, while 
other people prefer less eye-catching 
fixtures like the MINI SCOPE and the 
MINI SCOPE DUO. Of course, both 
choices are fine. But make sure the 
height and light distribution are suitable 
for your plants. For example, use the 
LIV or MINI SCOPE DUO between high 
plants, and the LIV LOW or MINI SCOPE 
between low plants.

You can create a good look by dividing 
your lighting plan into different zones. 
This makes it possible to separately 
switch on lighting used for the various 
components, such as the driveway, 
deck and borders. Use a transformer 
for each zone and configure each zone 
individually. For example, functional 
& safe lighting can be left activated 

the whole night; decorative lighting 
between plants can be switched off 
around bedtime and lighting on your 
deck can only be switched on for special 
occasions. This allows you to adopt a 
conscious approach to your lighting and 
energy.

Time to get started!

Once your lighting plan has been 

completed, you can start thinking about 

installation. The in-lite 12 volt system is 

easy to install yourself. But always create 

a cable plan before you get started so you 

do not encounter any surprises.

 in-lite.com/cable-plan

TIPS FROM THIJS 
 FOR YOUR 
 LIGHTING 
 PLAN

tip 
CONSIDER THE SHADOW

Does your home or yard have a 

wall or ceiling located in close proximity 

to plants or trees? Then consider  

how you can make the most of the 

shadow effects. A single 

outdoor light is often enough  

to create fantastic results.

tip 
IS YOUR LIGHTING 
PLAN COMPLETE?

So always make 

an accompanying 

cable plan.



MORE THAN 
A BRAND

HOW DO YOU MAKE YOUR OUTDOOR 
SPACE EXCEPTIONAL?

You, too, can contribute to our mission to make the outdoors exceptional. Follow us on social media  

and share your exceptional outdoor moments with us. A yard dinner with your family; an outdoor drink with neighbors 

or a winter barbecue with your friends - all great ways for using your special outdoor space!

2726

in-lite is more than an outdoor lighting brand. We are a company with a mission. Each and every 

day, a team of around twenty-five enthusiastic professionals does its utmost to enhance everything 

outdoors. We achieve this by developing quality outdoor lights, but above all by inspiring consumers 

as much as possible and showing them that lighting fits perfectly in any outdoor space.

But we do not accomplish this alone. An extensive network of select partners and landscapers has the 

exact same mission. We train these professionals in our show yard and inspire them with unique and 

exceptional lighting applications. Together, we make any outdoor area a unique space for enjoying 

the evening hours.
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01 - ACE UP-DOWN CORTEN + SHUTTER 1

02 - SCOPE

03 - ACE DOWN CORTEN

Outdoors is the perfect place for relaxing and enjoying good company 

and good food. Outdoor spaces with a pleasant deck, inviting lounge 

corner or attractive overhang are designed for enjoyment. They make 

your backyard a pleasant place to spend time and, with the right 

lighting, you can enjoy this space all year long.

INSPIRATION

EXCEPTIONALLY 
INVITING28
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04 - ACE DOWN + LENS CLEAR

05 - BLINK WHITE

06 - EVO HYDE 550 DARK

01 - FLUX

02 - MINI SCOPE

03 - WEDGE

03

04

02

05

02
06

01

02
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01

32 33

01 - EVO DOWN DARK

02 - FUSION

03 - FUSION 22 RVS

IMPLEMENTED FIXTURES

EXCEPTIONALLY
INVITING

WALL LIGHT

WEDGE 
p. 30

WALL LIGHT

ACE UP-DOWN 
CORTEN 
p. 29

OUTDOOR
SPOTLIGHT

SCOPE 
p. 29

WALL LIGHT

ACE DOWN
CORTEN 
p. 29

WALL LIGHT

EVO DOWN 
DARK 
p. 32

WALL LIGHT

ACE DOWN
p. 31

WALL LIGHT

BLINK WHITE
p. 31

GROUND LIGHT

FUSION 22 RVS
p. 32

GROUND LIGHT

FUSION 
p. 32

OUTDOOR SPOTLIGHT

MINI SCOPE 
p. 30/31

SURFACE SPOTLIGHT

EVO HYDE 550 DARK
p. 31

GROUND LIGHT

FLUX
p. 30

03

02
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Step 3: The Easy-Lock
The Easy-Lock is used to connect the fixture to the 
cable. The duct is clamped onto the cable, inserted into 
the Easy-Lock and secured with the cap. It is impor-
tant that the Easy-Lock is attached properly because 
it ensures good electrical conduction and optimal 
illumination of your light. The special gel provides the 
connection with extra protection against moisture and 
other external factors.

Tip: If you want to move a light fixture, this is no problem. 
The Easy-Lock can be easily disconnected and connected 
at another place on the cable. The cable will then repair 
automatically.

Step 4: The mini-connector
You then attach the mini-connector to connect the 
fixture using the Easy-Lock. The soft PVC casing 
protects the connection from moisture and dirt. The 
mini-connector also lets you easily pull the fixture 
cable through a hole in a tile or wall.

Step 1: The transformer
The transformer should preferably be mounted in 
a garage or shed. Naturally, you can also mount it 
outside on, for example, a pole or wall. When doing so, 
make sure there is always a distance of around 50 cm 
between the ground and the bottom of the transform-
er. This will keep the transformer safe from splashing 
water. The light sensor should be installed outside, 
since this causes lighting to switch on at dusk. Do not 
mount the light sensor close to other lighting, because 
it will react to it, and never remove the silicone cap 
because this offers protection against moisture. The 
cable lugs provided are used to connect the cable to the 
transformer. These ensure good electrical conduction 
and protect the transformer from damage.

Tip: Want to save energy? Do not leave the lighting 
switched on all night long (‘dusk to dawn’ setting), but set 
the number of hours that the lighting is on after sunset 
(‘on hours’ setting).

Step 2: The cable
Once you have connected the cable to the 
transformer, you can roll it out. Install it along 
paving and borders as much as possible for easy 
access. Use extension cords for fixtures installed 
further away from the main cable. You can also 
create cable branches to guide the cable more 
effectively along the fixtures. This can be done 
using a cable connector. The cable can end any-
where in the yard and only needs to be secured 
with the cap provided. A layer of soil on top of 
the cable is enough to conceal it.

Tip: Make a cable plan beforehand and include the 
location of the cable, fixtures, extension cores and 
cable connectors. More information on how to cre-
ate a good cable plan can be found on our website.

Tip: To install a fixture further away from the cable, use 
an extension cord between the mini-connector on the 
Easy-Lock system and the fixture.

Step 5: The fixture
Finally, install the fixture at the desired location. Al-
ways follow the instructions in the manual, which can 
be found on our website. If you want to install ground 
lights in your deck, keep in mind that you will proba-
bly have to drill holes in the tiles or boards.
It is important to do this correctly because a hole that 
is not drilled perfectly round can cause installation 
problems. A dealer or landscaper can take care of this 
for you since they have the right tools.

 All tips and videos can be found at

 in-lite.com/installation-tips

If you want to install your in-lite lighting personally, 

we have put together a few important tips for you. Our 

website also contains several helpful instruction films to 

assist you during installation.

INSTALLATIONTIPS
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STEP 1
TRANSFORMER CB-056/M | CABLE CBL-40 14/2 | 01 - 2 X SCOPE |  

02 1 X ACE UP-DOWN DARK 100-230V

01

02

The next feature to be illuminated was her favorite 
part of the yard, the dining area. For this, she installed 
ACE wall lights on the fence. “This fixture produces a 
wonderful beam of light that does not shine directly 
into your eyes and I really like the cool dark design,” 
says Anne.

To accentuate the serviceberry tree and the hydrange-
as, she used NERO ground lights and MINI SCOPE out-
door spotlight. Anne says, “The lighting really brings 
out the character of the plants.” And, last but not least, 
as the crowning final touch, Anne placed a number of 
bollards in the ornamental grass.
Anne says, “The ambiance that the outdoor lighting 
creates lets us enjoy the appearance of our yard even 
longer each day and, not only that, but also be able to 
see each other, which I personally enjoy.”

STEP BY STEP 
OUTDOOR LIGHTING
IN THE YARD

Blogger Anne from 
‘Remade with love’.

Our system offers ultimate flexibility. Want to start 
with a few lights and add more later? No problem. Have 
you seen the new collection and want to update the 
lighting in your yard? Our system allows you to easily 
adjust, as well as expand, the lighting in your yard.

Blogger Anne from ‘Remade with love’ had already 
determined which yard elements she wanted to illumi-
nate. She then added lighting fixtures in her backyard 
one by one. She started with a few outdoor spotlights 
and a wall light to highlight the ornamental apple 
trees and shed.
 



STEP 3
TRANSFORMER CB-056/M | CABLE CBL-40 14/2 | 01 - 2 X SCOPE | 02 1 X ACE UP-DOWN DARK 100-230V | 

03 - 2 X ACE DOWN DARK | 04 - 4 X MINI SCOPE | 05 - 2 X NERO | 06 - 2 X MINI SCOPE

STEP 2
TRANSFORMER CB-056/M | CABLE CBL-40 14/2 | 01 - 2 X SCOPE | 

02 1 X ACE UP-DOWN DARK 100-230V | 03 - 2 X ACE DOWN DARK | 04 - 4 X MINI SCOPE

01

01

01

02

02

02

07

03

03

03

06

06

05

05

04

04

04

STEP 4
TRANSFORMER CB-056/M | CABLE CBL-40 14/2 | 01 - 2 X SCOPE | 02 1 X ACE UP-DOWN DARK 100-230V | 

03 - 2 X ACE DOWN DARK | 04 - 4 X MINI SCOPE | 05 - 2 X NERO | 06 - 2 X MINI SCOPE | 07 - 6 X LIV LOW DARK

3938
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Ground lights can be buried into pavements, wood or gravel, for 

instance. They disappear into the landscape during the day, while 

producing a unique light effect after dark. We offer a complete range 

of fixtures that open the door to an endless number of possibilities. A 

few examples.

RANGE

GROUND
LIGHTS

Our LED ground lights FUSION and 
HYVE are fitted with special lenses 
to yield a diffuse light that does not 
produce glare. The soft glow of FUSION 
makes it perfect for use on decks and 
in other outdoor elements. If you are 
interested in a slightly higher light 
output for a driveway, for example, 
HYVE is the right solution. Both fixtures 

LIGHT THAT DOES NOT BLIND

are available in different models: regular 
60 mm model with stainless steel ring 
and a smaller 22 mm version with or 
without a stainless steel ring. If you want 
a streamlined look, the 60 mm version 
comes with a rectangular stainless steel 
cover plate and a special square box 
(BOX 100). BOX 100 is also easy to place 
between paving or loose surfaces.

DECORATIVE LINES 

The EVO premium-quality product assortment is a new addition to 
our range. The EVO GROUND 300 DARK allows you to quickly create 
decorative lighting effects on paths or driveways. This fixture is 30 cm 
long and thus ideal for incorporating into various sizes of tiles. You 
can also incorporate this ground light into loose surfaces like gravel or 
grass.

 More info about EVO can be found at 

 in-lite.com/evo

FUSION 22 HYVE + BOX 100 FLUX
EVO GROUND 300 DARK
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HIGHLIGHTED: 
EVO & EVO LOW

EVO DARK and EVO LOW DARK 

are characterized by a streamlined 

rectangular design and a long light 

source. The diamond cut lens helps to 

equally spread light generated by the 

EVO DARK and the EVO LOW DARK.

The lights are made from high quality 

anodized aluminum, which means they 

are highly resistant against corrosion 

and have an architectonic appearance. 

Real eye-catchers along a path or 

driveway!

The bollards in our range can be used to create ambiance on a deck, 

along a path or driveway or in a border. A bollard can be easily inserted 

into the soil or mounted onto a hard surface.

RANGE

BOLLARDS

ATTRACTIVE BORDER

Borders can be attractively illuminated 
with fixtures that produce a pleasant 
diffuse light. The bollards from our LIV 
series are perfect for this. LIV LOW is 
designed for borders with low edging 
and LIV for those with higher plants. A 
combination of high and low fixtures is 
always an option!

SHAPES & COLORS

During the daytime, the bollards serve a 
decorative function in the yard. Design 
and color are therefore important factors 
to consider when choosing a bollard. The 
in-lite product range includes outdoor 
lighting in a wide range of colors and 

PATHS OR DRIVEWAYS

Want to illuminate a pathway or 
driveway with bollards? Then opt for 
fixtures that generate dispersed light, 
like the ACE, EVO DARK or SENTINA.
They create clear lighting effects and 
shadows on the surface. This not only 
produces an attractive effect, but is also 
functional since they illuminate your 
path or driveway. ACE lights also come 
with an adjustable light source, making 
this fixture highly versatile for use in 
numerous situations.

models. Our lights in warm silver and 
dark gray fit in perfectly with almost any 
landscape design. Is your taste a bit more 
edgy? We also offer sleek white fixtures 
and lights with a luxurious corten steel 
finish.

LIV LOW

ACE WHITE

LIV CORTEN

43

SENTINA
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Our range of products includes a wide selection of wall lights. These 

can be used in a variety of ways, such as alongside French doors or 

repeatedly along a fence. A number of our wall lights can also be 

connected* to the power network (230V) for use next to, for example, 

the front door.

RANGE

WALL
LIGHTS

WALLS AND FENCES

Wall lights can be placed at various places 
in the yard. For example, the WEDGE, 
BLINK, ACE DOWN or ACE UP-DOWN can 
be placed on fences or walls. These fixtures 
are most effective when placed at a height 
between 1.60m and 1.80m. If you want a 
lower light fixture, then you should opt for 
the CUBID. WEDGE SLIM DARK

WEDGE WHITEBLINK

BIG & SLIM

The BIG CUBID DARK and WEDGE SLIM DARK are new 
additions to our range of wall lights. BIG CUBID DARK is the 
big brother of the CUBID DARK. This square fixture has a light 
distribution of around 3m and offers attractive direct light. 
Thus perfect for fences or walls. The WEDGE SLIM DARK is a 
long, subtle wall fixture with broad light output. This means the 
fixture is ideal for installation at the bottom of fences or walls.

ARCHITECTONIC APPEARANCE

EVO DOWN is a wall light in the new EVO family. Just like the 
upright version, this streamlined fixture has a high quality 
anodized casing. This gives it the architectonic appearance that 
looks so good against a plastered wall or wooden fence. The 
fixture is easy to install; first screw the wall plate at the desired 
height, and then slide the fixture on to the plate.

BIG CUBID DARK

EVO DOWN DARK

tip! 
Naturally, wall lights can 

also be used next to your 

front door. The ACE UP- 
DOWN 100-230V is ideal 

for connecting to a standard 

230V power socket.
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The LED outdoor spotlights in our product range are perfect for 

illuminating unique elements in the yard, such as statues, trees or 

bushes. You can easily insert our spotlights into the soil using the 

ground pin or use a ground plate to mount them onto a hard surface. 

For illuminating water elements, we have added a special underwater 

spotlight to the range.

RANGE

OUTDOOR
SPOTLIGHTS SCOPE ACCESSORIES

All SCOPE spotlights are easy to adjust 
and to install in the ground using the 
included ground stake. The SCOPE BASE 
PLATE can be used to install the SCOPE 
or BIG SCOPE on a harder surface. And 
the RISER 350 can be used to raise your 
light, so its rays are not blocked by high 
plants located in front of the intended 
object.
 

Want to use your MINI SCOPE or MINI 
SCOPE DUO in, for example, a border 
next to the deck, or prefer not to look 
into the light source? Then you need 
the SHIELD accessory, which allows 
you to shield off the light on one side. 
Thinking of installing the MINI SCOPE 
in, for example, a canopy? The new KILL 
FLASH accessory prevents blinding and 
also gives your fixture an extra chic 
appearance.

UNDERWATER

You can use our special underwater spotlights to 
illuminate ponds, fountains and other water elements. 
SUB produces a diffuse light that creates an enchanting 
effect. This spotlight has a weighted base plate and can also 
be used above water!

RISER 350

MINI SCOPE DUO

SHIELD KILLFLASH SCOPE BASE PLATE

SUB

36º

MINI SCOPE SCOPE BIG SCOPE BIG SCOPE NARROW

6m 6m

12m

3m

28º 38º 15º

CHIC APPEARANCE
From now on, all products in the SCOPE series will be completely black. This gives the 

fixtures a more chic look and makes them inconspicuous between the plants.

MORE AND BETTER LIGHT

All products in the SCOPE series have 
been renewed this season. Lights feature 
the latest LED’s, which means they 
generate more light with less power. The 
light angles have also been modified to 
better suit elements in your yard. The 
update also improves the color display 
of our outdoor spotlights. This means 
our lights show colors in the yard as 
naturally and realistically as possible. So 
no grayish green or blue leaves, but nice, 
true green colors and perfect contrasts. 
Thus the perfect color experience.
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Surface spotlights are new additions to the in-lite range. These products 

are ideal for installation on horizontal surfaces like ceilings, beams, 

stairs and pond edges. They offer new possibilities when creating direct 

and indirect lighting effects.

RANGE

SURFACE
SPOTLIGHTS

EVO HYDE 180 DARK
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ON THE CEILING

The MINI SCOPE CEILING is a surface spotlight and 
is ideal for installation on, for example, canopies and 
pergolas. The MINI SCOPE CEILING is very easy to 
install. Use the two screws to attach the installation 
plate to the surface and simple twist the light source on 
to the plate.

HIGHLIGHTED: 
KILLFLASH

The MINI SCOPE CEILING comes with 

a standard KILL FLASH. This is a raised 

ring with a honey cone structure, which 

reduces blinding and gives the fixture a 

chic look.

HIDDEN LIGHT

If you want to create indirect lighting effects in your yard, 
then the EVO HYDE 180 DARK and EVO HYDE 550 DARK 
are ideal. These LED strips are 18cm and 55cm long and 
can be installed under almost every surface, from pond 
edges to stairs and cover plates. These LED strips pave the 
way for many new lighting effects with in-lite lighting. 
Installation is easy: screw two screws into the surface and 
click the strips on to the accompanying installation caps.
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Dare to be different
The in-lite lab. is always on the lookout for unique 
outdoor spaces and projects to illuminate in a creative 
way. Unusual rooftop gardens, decks and hotel gardens 
all fall in the category of outdoor spaces where the 
in-lite lab is eager to sink its teeth into. These spaces 
are larger than average and with different needs. 
This means that they require a different approach to 
illumination. At the in-lite lab, we dare to be different 
and always seek out the right solution for every 
situation.

INNOVATION DISTINGUISHES 
BETWEEN A LEADER AND 
A FOLLOWER

Contact
Do you own a unique outdoor space, such as a hotel 
(rooftop) garden or restaurant deck, and would like a 
creative lighting solution based on a personal approach, 
one that includes fixtures tailored to your specific 
preferences? If so, do not hesitate to contact the in-lite 
lab.

IN-LITELAB.COM

  INSTAGRAM.COM/INLITELAB

THE IN-LITE WARRANTY ALLOWS YOU TO ENJOY YOUR OUTDOOR LIGHTING WITH COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND!

5 YEAR IN-LITE 
WARRANTY

in-lite pays great attention to the technical design of all  

its fixtures. That is why we can offer a five-year warranty on  

our fixtures and transformers.

Should something go wrong, you can contact the 
landscape architect or dealer where you bought the 
product, and make use of the warranty. Your receipt or 
invoice will be your proof of purchase, so keep it in a 
safe place! If it is not possible to repair the product,  
you will always be given a replacement within the 
warranty period. If the required model is no longer 

available, then we will offer you an appropriate 
alternative.

To keep your outdoor lights in good condition, you 
should, in the same way as the rest of your garden, 
perform regular maintenance. For simple maintenance 
tips, please visit in-lite.com/maintenance.

We advise you not to combine in-lite lighting with cables or  
transformers by other manufacturers; this will cause your warranty  

to be null and void.



ENHANCE YOUR 
OUTDOOR SPACE

IN-LITE.COM


